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Abstract 
Sir Leslie Martin wrote in 1983, “The formal composition used by Lutyens is 
something totally related to the problems and culture of his time”. To reinforce 
this point Martin included a plan of Heathcote (1905) next to an illustration of 
one of Palladio’s final commissions, the Villa Rotonda (1566). Comparing the 
planning and symmetry strategies of the two architects, Martin was able to 
demonstrate how Heathcote embodied an eclectic yet fundamental link 
between two traditions - the irregularity of an Edwardian planning 
arrangement, and its containment within the symmetry demanded by the “full 
classical orchestra of a Doric order” (Hussey, 1950 p128). “Once inside the 
balanced mass of the exterior, the visitor’s movement through the building is 
controlled by volumes and composition of a totally different kind” 1. While 
Palladio appears to have been a significant influence on Lutyens, as revealed 
in the often quoted letter about the “High Game” which he wrote to Herbert 
Baker in 1903, few studies appear to explore the extent to which his 
newfound inspiration went beyond the issue of fenestration in affecting other 
aspects of his work. The following paper analyses Lutyens’s relationship to 
Palladio with particular reference to three concepts fundamental to the work of 
both architects: proportion, plan arrangement and movement. 
 
Introduction 
With the publication of the Quattro Libri in 1570 it was the highly acclaimed Italian 
practitioner, Andrea Palladio, who became one of the most influential of the Renaissance 
scholars. Three hundred years after his death, Edwin Lutyens, writing not as a historian 
but as a practicing Edwardian architect, echoed the virtue of Palladio’s work when he 
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wrote the following extract to Herbert Baker during a time of great complexity and change in 
his own professional development.   
 
“In architecture Palladio is the Game. Few appreciate it now and it requires 
considerable training to value and realise it. The way Wren handled it was 
marvellous. Shaw has the gift. To the average man it is dry bones, but under the 
mind of Wren it glows and the stiff material becomes as plastic as clay .... it is a 
game that never deceives. Dodges never disguises. It means hard work all 
through. If it is laboured it fails. There is no fluke that helps it and the very 
machinery of it makes it impossible except in the hands of a Jones or a Wren. So 
it is a big game, a high game” 2   
 
Lutyens’s fascination with the rules of the ‘High Game’ became so intertwined with his 
formative ‘Free School’ works - inspired by the designs of Norman Shaw and Phillip Web - 
that by the turn of the century his folio was beginning to swing between two fundamental 
traditions. On the one hand, the vernacular roots of the Home Counties extending back 
through the Elizabethan and Tudor periods to the medieval Hall house, and on the other, 
England’s classical tradition about which Colen Campbell wrote,  
 
“It is with the renowned Palladio we enter the lists, to whom we oppose the 
famous Inigo Jones …  [and] … reflect on the happiness of the British nation, that 
at present abounds with so many learned and ingenious gentlemen, as Sir 
Christopher Wren …”  3  
 
The following paper considers the work of Lutyens and Palladio in relation to three aspects: 
Proportion, the Arrangement of the living domain and movement. Extending Sir Lesley 
Martin’s observations regarding the relationship between the two architects’ planning 
strategies, the intention is to compare Lutyens’s Country House Folio with the attributes 
exhibited in the Villa plans of the Quattro Libri. 
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The discussion presented in the paper is based on an extensive investigation which profiled 
forty of Lutyens’s country house commissions, thirty one new works and nine alterations and 
additions, which had been developed over a period of twenty five years (1989-1913). The 
source material for preparing a corpus of comparative works by Palladio was limited to the 
villa plans published in the second book of the Quattro Libri. While this consists of some 
thirty-six buildings, establishing a profile that is comparable in both program and siting 
parameters, and could serve as a basis for identifying points of convergence and difference 
between the two architects, narrowed the Palladian corpus to twenty-two works. Figure 1 
provides an informed representation of both focused and transitional phases of practice of 
the two architects 4. 
 
Plan Type  
Although we do not have Palladio’s formative works which lead to the selection presented in 
the Quattro Libri, we can identify periods in Lutyens’s folio that demonstrate a similar degree 
of rigour and formality which Wittkower, Ackerman, and Stiny and Mitchell were able to 
observe in Palladio’s plans. Focusing on spatial configuration and the level of integration of 
the main principal spaces of the houses, Figures 2a & 2b present a series of plan types 
extracted from the folios of the two architects. Illustrating parametric spatial relationships 
between the central hall, reception spaces and service or access zones, each plan type is 
supported by an armature diagram indicating the applied geometries identified in the various 
configurations. In summary, the figures represent seven categories of configuration: 1 
Elizabethan; 2 Stepped; 3 Hybrid; 4 Palladian Villa (double tartan and single tartan bands); 5 
regular construct; 6 Simple Linear; and 7 Asymmetric. 
 
Examining the list of works with respect to spatial arrangement, we can ascertain that both 
architects developed focused bodies of work through the ‘systematization of the ground plan’ 
(Wittkower, 1988, p.69). While both designed commissions within a simple linear or courtyard 
format, their folios are essentially concentrated in different typologies, with a substantial 
proportion of Lutyens’s work corresponding with the ‘Stepped’ and ‘Elizabethan’ 
arrangements, and Palladio’s with the compact 5x3 (double tartan construct) and the 5x4 
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(single tartan construct). This assessment would appear to correlate with the observation that 
over one third of Lutyens’s country houses were designed on perpendicular axes (ie an 
east/west approach and a south oriented living domain and terrace), while nearly all of 
Palladio’s works were developed on a single axis. NB the acceptations in this case being the 
Villas Thiene (1545-6), Trissinio (1566), Mocenigo (1562) and Rotonda (1566) [Figure 3a].  
 
Working within a highly rationalised and regulated program, Palladio’s Villas often comprised 
five or more internal principal spaces and at least one externalised room (the loggia). These 
varied in size, shape, location and orientation, and promote flexibility of life style with regards 
function and seasonal variation. Lutyens country houses were more limited in their 
disposition of parts. Many of his commissions only consisted of three main principal spaces 
and one external space: the hall, drawing room, dining room, and the garden terrace. While 
the domestic domain was often located on the cooler north and east sides of the residence, 
the public domain, in order to maximise natural light and solar gain, was oriented to the south 
and southwest.   
 
Even though ASG Butler was correct in his observation that Lutyens moved towards 
increasing symmetry in design we have not yet found a country house that demonstrates 
strict bilateral symmetry in both fenestration and plan. The reason for this is that even though 
a work such as Heathcote (1906) may display perfect bilateral symmetry in the overall 
footprint, Lutyens, unlike Palladio usually accommodated the service areas of his works on 
the same level as the living domain. Hence in working with a more integrated program, he 
was often compelled to devise strategies that located the domestic quarters of the houses in 
close yet discreet proximity with the principal apartments, while still managing to maintain a 
balance between approach, outlook and orientation. Palladio on the other hand, often 
designed the living domain of his country villas on a clear uninterrupted second level, which 
probably enabled him to focus more on abstract thought and pure form. As Palladio writes,  
 
“… I approve therefore that the lowest part of the fabric, which I make somewhat 
under ground, may be disposed the cellars, the magazines for wood, pantries, 
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kitchens, servants halls, wash houses, ovens, and such like things necessary for 
daily use. From which disposition follow two conveniences, the one, that the 
upper parts remain all free; and the other and no less important, is, that the said 
upper apartments are wholesomer to live in, the floor being at a distance from the 
damps from the ground; besides, as it rises, it is more agreeable to be looked at, 
and to look out of” 5.  
 
Enhancing the attenuation of prospect from the loggias, separating the public domain from 
the ground suggests a sense of uplift, prominence and retreat. Lutyens also managed to 
achieve a similar sense of detachment, not by elevation and plateau, but through the subtle 
qualities of intrigue and ‘perceived enlargement’ (Inskip 1979). Working with a construct in 
which walls were slipped and spaces stepped, a series of axial shifts were carefully 
engineered to separate the entrance from the sanctuary of the living domain and garden 
terrace. Even with houses that were developed on a North-South orientation, the primary 
axis was often interrupted by a wall plane that broke what is probably the most significant 
vista and axis of a Palladian villa. As a consequence of this dislocation of the primary axis, 
the complexity of the route through many of Lutyens’s house plans ranged from between 2 - 
6 turns or shifts in direction (Figure 3b). NB the few exceptions to this include works such as 
Deanery Garden (1901), Pollards Wood (1903) and the Harriman project (1903) which were 
designed on a single uninterrupted through route. 
 
The Country House and the stepped Construct 
The stepped strategy, which relates to the placement of rooms so that they overlap one 
another in a sequence of staggered spatial relationships, was extensively reworked and 
manipulated by Lutyens. Facilitating access to a larger number of spaces within the same 
area, as opposed to a regular orthogonal planning arrangement, stepping promotes 
versatility in movement, choice of pathways and route complexity. While Palladio made 
limited use of this construct in three of his Villas, Ragona (1555), Rotonda and Trissini 
(1565), he only exploited its dynamic movement potential at Ragona, a work which 
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establishes a curious contrast with the Rotonda in that both appear to explore opposite 
perspectives of stepped planning (Figure 4a).  
 
Probably originating from an early vernacular tradition, where various apartments were 
staggered behind the dais of the banqueting hall of the medieval Hall House, the extent of 
Lutyens exploration in the stepped line of development was substantial. It not only facilitated 
a coherent progression of discrete linked spaces within a complex sequence of shifting axes, 
but it readily lent itself to providing an overt sense of balance. This occurred through the 
emergence of limited symmetries on the flush-end elevations and the emergent sun-trap re-
entrant facades. With the potential to directly connect six adjacent spaces to the main Hall, 
the stepped schema provided a compact yet flexible and immediate sequence of spaces with 
which to rationalise often complex program and brief requirements.  
 
Once inside the living domain, the placement of doors in many of Lutyens’s post 1900 works 
facilitated extended vistas and simple linear movement patterns between the three principal 
spaces - the Hall, Dining room and Drawing room. Even though this characteristic of aligning 
thresholds was in keeping with a Classical tradition, the stepped plan type adopted by 
Lutyens was nonetheless more dynamic than the static nature of many of Palladio’s works. In 
other words, it allowed the rhythm of staggered spaces to contrast and act as a counterpoint 
to the linear path. 
 
Elements of the stepped construct are evident as far back as Sullingstead (1896).  The 
potential for linking six access points was advanced in the same year with design for ‘The 
little white house’, an unbuilt project which pre-empted the refinement of the Elizabethan 
construct at Little Thakeham (1902). He explored an asymmetric arrangement at Tigbourne 
Court in 1899 and went on to develop what could be interpreted as being the first compact 
and focused study of the construct with Monkton in 1902. It was further rationalised and 
extended with the Harriman project in 1903 and progressive developments in subsequent 
years took it through to Ednaston Manor (1912) and Abbey House (1913). In the latter 
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commission, it was recombined with elements of the Elizabethan construct to produce a 
substantial hybrid residence at Barrow-in-Furness in Lancashire (Figure 4b). 
 
The Palladian Villa and the tartan construct  
The tartan construct, which describes the underlying framework of eight of Palladio’s villa 
plans was first described by Wittkower as a “single geometric formula … and that …once 
[Palladio] had found the basic geometric pattern for the problem ‘villa’, he adapted it as 
clearly as simply as possible to the special requirements of each commission” 6. Taking into 
consideration, structure, function, access and movement, we can extend Wittkower’s work by 
adding further layers of resolution.  In the latter stages of Book 1 of the Quattro Libri, Palladio 
prepares the ground for his second book by discussing specific attributes, such as: the 
shape, placement and proportion of spaces; the orientation and organisation of various room 
types, and even the location of thresholds, staircases and the distribution of structural loads 
etc. When read in conjunction with the plans we can infer from these writings that primary 
walls were invariably located on the North-South axis and spaced at intervals that negotiated 
the necessary range width dimensions. As the Hall and entrance formed the main public 
spaces within the villas, they were positioned on axis within the centre of the composition 
and hence often commanded the greatest span. On each side of the central range it seems 
that Palladio did one of two things: He either located his secondary ranges, which demanded 
shorter spans and defined the room widths of the remaining principal spaces (single tartan 
construct), or, between the secondary ranges and the Hall, he inserted a narrow interstitial 
range of interlocked stairs cases and vestibules (double tartan construct). Depending on the 
size of the Hall, this interstitial range often provided a means of centrally locating the vertical 
circulation and concealing it in away that enabled discreet but close access between the 
domestic and public realms of the houses. 
 
Focusing on the second construct and separating the framework into the five North-South 
function zones  (two secondary zones, ‘S’, two interstitial service zones, ‘I’, and one primary 
zone, ‘P’) - Figure 5a illustrates the shape, location and function of the primary, secondary 
and service domains. Superimposing a perpendicular sequence of intermittent construction 
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lines for positioning East-West oriented walls, and allowing overlap to occur within the 
interstitial zone from either the secondary or the primary public domains, Figure 5b 
enumerates the different plan layouts that arise when spatial hierarchies are accounted for. 
The result is a sequence of eighteen permutations of which half appear to match twelve of 
the fifteen Palladian Villa plans developed on the double and single tartan band constructs. 
 
Examining the major range widths of five villa plans indicated in Figure 6a and correlating 
these with a secondary perpendicular system of intermittent wall planes, we can begin to 
construct a framework that appears to anchor both specific room proportions and inter-room 
ratio sequences. While the North-South construction lines would set the datum points of a 
works proportioning system, the irregular spaced East-West lines determine the part to 
part/part to whole relationships for establishing proportional symmetry. Hence, depending on 
the spacing of the North-South walls, one could develop either a limited structure, which 
would restrict the number of preferred Palladian proportions, or an emergent rich structure, 
which would expand the palette of suitable room and inter-room ratios. 
 
While Wittkower advances a process of establishing ratios by working from the whole to the 
part, March and Steadman suggest that Palladio was working more within an additive 
structure, ie from the part to the whole 7(March and Steadman 1971, pp 224-225). Yet when 
structure and construction are taken into consideration, it would appear that practitioners 
such as Lutyens and Palladio worked more from a middle ground position. This would 
involve establishing the fundamental armature for the spatial and structural system, which 
inturn would provide a benchmark for facilitating the partitioning of a hierarchy of spaces, a 
process involving subdivision, addition and the recognition of emergent combinations of 
different proportion sets.  
 
While both Lutyens’s and Palladio’s folios are essentially concentrated in different typologies, 
when examining the geometries utilised by the two architects, there exists a strong 
correlation between Palladio’s 5x3 double tartan construct and a similar armature 
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underlaying the plans of works such as: Monkton (1902), Heathcote (1906), Ednaston Manor 
(1912), and the Salutation (1913). Figure 6b illustrates the point of crossover between 
Wittkower’s geometrical pattern of Palladio’s villas and Lutyens framework supporting the 
stepped plan structure.  
 
Only when we analyse a work such as Heathcote of 1906, can we begin to appreciate just 
how great the challenge of Palladio may have actually been. In order to resolve this blend of 
traditions, of the Classical and the Vernacular, Lutyens would have needed to create an the 
underlying structure which catered for a wide range of scales: from the detailing precision 
demanded by the Orders, and the placement and disposition of spaces within the service 
and living domains, to the size and shape of the building mass as a whole. Colin Rowe first 
published a paper in 1982, which drew a comparison between Palladio’s Villa Malcontenta 
and Le Corbusier's Garches. In closing this section we shall extend Rowe's appraisal and 
include the central range of Heathcote (Figure 7a). When examining the placement of the 
walls in Heathcote we find that the structure, like that of the Malcontenta and Garches, 
reflects an overall ratio sequence of 8 : 7. We also find that both Malcontenta and Heathcote 
share similar principal room plan ratios, 2:1, 1:1 and 2:3, and that all three works display 
similar divisions longitudinally, 2:1:2:1:2. However, when considering lateral separation, the 
houses present different yet complementary sets of internal divisions:  
Malcontenta  breaks down into: 4 intervals of: 11/2 : 2 : 2 : 11/2,  
Garches  breaks down into: 6 intervals of: 1/2 : 11/2 : 11/2 : 11/2 : 1/2 : 11/2 
Heathcote breaks down into: 5 intervals of: 1 : 2 : 1 : 1 : 2.  
 
Practice, Background and Belief 
Beauty will result from the form and correspondence of the whole, with respects 
to the several parts, of the parts with regard to each other, and of these again to 
the whole; that the structure may appear an entire and complete body, wherein 
each member agrees with the other, and all necessary to compose what you 
intend to form. 8 
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In all successful architectural design you can draw no hard line. Each part is 
mother to the others, and the whole one a family of sweet intercourse and gentle 
behaviour. 9 
 
Deborah Howard and Malcolm Longair in a paper titled ‘Harmonic Proportions and Palladio’s 
Quattro Libri’, constructed a histogram that illustrates the frequency of different room shapes 
in Palladio’s second book. Following on from this line of investigation and focusing on the five 
preferred room plan proportions, Figure 7b charts the results of Howard’s and Longair’s 
assessment of 36 Palladian plans and compares their research with an analysis of 40 of 
Lutyens’s works (see ‘Metiendo Vivendum: By measure we must live’, Rollo 1999 ). The first 
observation to note is that both architects make considerable use of the 1:1 ratio, with 
Palladio and Lutyens utilising it in 84% and 62% of works respectively; after this, the 
preference between the two differ. While Palladio’s second preference clearly favoured the 
3:2, which appeared in 17 of his buildings, Lutyens made extensive use of the 2:1, which 
arises in his work with almost the same frequency as the 1:1. The third most favoured ratio 
becomes the 2:1 for Palladio and the 4:3 for Lutyens. These are in turn followed by the 
fourth, fifth, and sixth preferences, which arise with significantly less frequency and are 
ranked according to marginal differences in incidence. These are the 4:3, 5:3 and the Ö2:1 
for Palladio and the 3:2, Ö2:1 and 5:3 for Lutyens.  
 
Howard and Longair conclude that Palladio’s “choice of proportions was far more systematic 
and deliberate than a quick glance at the Quattro Libri plans would suggest”10 When 
considering the bias towards the 1:1 and in particular the 2:1 ratio groups, then perhaps it is 
not be unreasonable to draw a similar conclusion about Lutyens’s choice of proportions. By 
extending this line of inquiry we can begin to speculate on the mechanism or way of thinking 
which may have enabled Lutyens and Palladio to develop quite different planning strategies 
yet approach their work with a similar sense of logic.  
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By 1902 Lutyens was utilising squared paper to assist in conceptualising a design at a 
schematic or sketch design stage, a medium which readily lends itself to a system referred to 
by Robert Lutyens as the “Armature of Planes”. This not only involved the graphic 
manipulation of triangle and T-square which Sir Leslie Martin suggests 11, but was also a way 
of arranging shape with a deep seated understanding of number; where "the problem of 
proportion is reduced from two or three dimensions to one  and the manipulation of 
geometrical shapes is replaced by the manipulation of linear dimensions." 12 . If we examine 
Lutyens's grided paper medium in detail, we will find that the module is divided into 1x1 inch 
squares, which are further subdivided into an 8x8 regular lattice, or 1/8th inch line spacings. 
This particular structure readily lends itself to generating the major ratio groups identified 
throughout Lutyens’s folio, the 1:1, 1:2, 4:3 and 5:8 and their natural derivatives when divided 
in two, the 3:2 and 5:4. By correlating the 1/8th inch grid with the concept of Vitruvian man, 
the model which underlays the development of Palladio’s Quattro Libri, we can observe an 
equally rich and highly flexible sequence of ratios, with the most frequent modules being 
10ths, 8ths, 6ths, and 4ths, from which can be derived 5ths, 3rds and halves .  
 
To illustrate the application of the armature theory in three dimensions, Robert Lutyens 
presents a two-point perspective wire frame diagram of a symmetrical series of simplified 
solids. The model works on a 4 unit spatial module with an additional unit being designated 
to defining wall planes as per the setting out of the portico (Figure 8).  If as Robert Lutyens 
writes his father’s “work possesses a logical relationship of constituents which leaves 
…nothing whatsoever for the eye to determine, and which is based, not on visual impulse, 
but on lucid development” 13, then it would appear that the ‘Armature of planes’ was not a 
specific ordering system, but rather, allowed the requirements of each new commission, and 
its relationship to both ‘context’ and hindsight, to either re-tailor an existing armature or 
customise a new sequence of preferred proportions to the job at hand. While this conclusion 
is speculative, it is interesting to note that it runs along a similar vein of reasoning which 
Howard and Longair arrived at regarding Palladio’s use of harmonic proportions:  
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Book II of Palladio’s Quattro Libri is not a straightforward catalogue of his own 
buildings, nor is it a work of pure theory. It is something far more subtle and 
effective. In the book Palladio’s own projects provide models more convincing 
and more adaptable than any theoretical discourse could offer. In the process 
they are modified, standardised and removed from individual surroundings which 
stamp each real building with its own unmistakable character. Yet they are not 
transformed into perfect expositions of a single proportion theory”.14  
 
Perhaps intertwined with what appears to have been a way of defining and linking different 
proportions, Lutyens’s method of applied geometry was a simple means of exploring a whole 
range of considerations, from the disposition of the living domain, the manipulation of 
movement, or the ability to make two completely different architectural traditions accordant. 
Producing works that on the one hand reflect a complex and intriguing sequence of rooms 
and shifts in movement, Lutyens could invoke perceptions of extension, surprise and 
enticement. Yet, when the doors of the living domain were swung open, he could transform 
the labyrinth and convey a sense of poise offered by an extended vista. Framing a fireplace 
in a drawing room, or capturing the garden through a distant window, he would anchor the 
design with a series of subtle alignments which signalled that beneath the intrigue there 
existed a coherent order in the disposition of the parts comparable to a Villa Badoer, Poiana 
or even a Malcontenta. 
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1     The Lutyens Corpus (40 country house works) 1889-1913 
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2   The Palladian Corpus (22 Villas) 1537-1566 
 
Figure 1. Correlating the development of two folios - While Book 2 of the Quattro Libri consists of thirty-
six buildings, establishing a profile that is comparable in both program and siting parameters, and could 
serve as a basis for identifying points of convergence and difference between Palladio and Lutyens, 
narrowed the corpus to twenty-two works. The Villas are listed in order of approximate date of commission 
as per Deborah Howard’s and Malcolm Longair’s classification  
1540            1545                     1550.             1898       1555       1902                         1560                              1565      
Shift towards   
single tartan construct  
Focused development, double and 
single tartan constructs Broad exploration 
Increased incidence of   
court yard and linear constructs 
Extended Transition Transition Phase  Diverse exploration  
Controlled 
development  
Focused 
development  Consolidation 
1889             1896              1898          1900         1901       1902                        1904          1906           1908        1909       1911      
 
Diverse exploration in all three plan types  
With emphasis on linear construct 
Focused development within stepped  
& Elizabethan plan arrangements 
Informed exploration development  
of new hybrid configurations 
Transition phases in the corpus profile Works addressing  
Perpendicular axes       [ ] Name   = Extension to an existing work 
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Figure 2a. Correlation of plans types from the folios of Edwin Lutyens and Andre Palladio, illustrating: 
Parametric spatial configuration, and indicative applied geometries   
6. Simple Linear  
    & Court Yard 
 
4b. Single Tartan  
      Band (5x3, 5x4) 
  
Plan Type 
 
Armature 
1. Elizabethan 
2. Stepped  
Illustration 
     Palladio            Lutyens 
 
Little White Hse 1896 
Little Thakeham 1903 
Daneshill 1903 
Pollards Wood 1903 
 
Sullingstead 1896 
The Hoo 1902 
Monkton 1902 
Harriman 1903 
Folly Farm 1906 
Barton St Mary 1906 
Ednaston Manor 1912 
Abbey House 1913 
 
Parametric Spatial 
arrangement 
Ednaston Manor 1912 
 
Villa Cornaro 1551 
Villa Pisani 1552 
Villa Garzadore 1556-63 
Villa Eno 1564 
Villa Rotonda 1566 
Villa Trissino 1566 
 
Little Thakeham 1903 
4a.  Double Tartan 
       Band (5x3, 5x4) 
  
 
Villa Malcontenta1553   
 Villa Saraceno 1545 
Villa Pisani 1541-2 
Villa Poiana 1548-9 
Villa Malcontenta 1553   
Villa Ragona 1553-4 
Villa Thiene 1556-63 
Villa Badoer 1557 
Villa Zeno 1559 
Villa Sarego 1565 
 
 
 
Villa Badoer 1557   
Salutation 1911 
Villa Mocenigo 1562 
 
Villa Thiene 1545-6 
Villa Repeta 1557 
Villa Sarego 1562 
 
 
Munstead Wood 1896 
Orchards 1897 
Deanery Garden 1901 
Marshcourt 1901 
Nashdom 1905 
 
Deanery Garden 1901 
Hall Principal Space Service Spaces 
  Public domain  
3. Hybrid  
  
Heathcote 1906 
Heathcote 1906 
Legend:  
  
Villa Godi 1527 
Villa Angarano 1548 
Villa Barbaro 1557-8 
Villa Mocenigo 1562 
  
Villa Godi 1527 
5. Palladian Villa 
    Regular construct 
    (3x3, 5x2, 5x3, 5x4)  
 
Villa Garzadore 1556-63 
Villa Rotonda 1566 
Villa Saraceno 1545 
4. Palladian Villa 
    Construct 
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Figure 2b. Correlation of plans types from the folios of Edwin Lutyens and Andre Palladio, asymmetric and 
rotational arrangements specific to Lutyens. 
Homewood 1901 
Tigbourne 1899 
 
Armature Illustration 
     Palladio            Lutyens 
 
Hall Principal Space Service and 
  Public domain private Spaces 
Homewood 1901 
Tigbourne 1899 
 
 
 
   7.  Asymmetric 
        & Rotational 
        Arrangements  
 
Plan Type 
 
Parametric Spatial 
arrangement 
Legend:  
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Figure 3a.  While the Villa Rotonda and Ednaston Manor demonstrate perpendicular symmetries to address both 
the North/South & East/West axes, The Villa Cornaro and Heathcote have been arranged on a uni-axis that 
focuses predominately on the North/South orientation.   
Service  
Spaces Stairs 
Principal 
Space 
Hall View shed  
Over Orchard 
Axis of 
Continuous 
Symmetry 
Axis of 
Limited 
Symmetry 
Villa Cornaro1551   Heathcote 1906 
 
Ednaston Manor 1913 
 
Villa Rotonda1566   
 
North West Loggia and 
(Current Entrance) 
Original 
North East 
Entrance 
& Carriage 
approach 
West 
Entrance 
South 
Terrace 
East 
Garden 
South 
Terrace 
South 
Loggia 
North 
Entrance 
North 
Entrance 
South East Loggia and 
orientation of principal 
reception rooms 
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Figure 3b.  While The Villa Badoer demonstrates the movement patterns that characterise many of Palladio’s works 
developed on the 5x3 and 5x4 tartan constructs, Monkton and Heathcote illustrate the complex shifts that arise in 
Lutyens’s works developed on a single (north-south) or perpendicular (South-East) axes. 
Heathcote 1906 
 
Villa Badoer 1906 
 
Service  
Spaces Stairs 
Principal 
Space 
Hall 
Axis of 
Continuous 
Symmetry 
Axis of 
Limited 
Symmetry 
Through 
Route 
Routes 
Within the 
living domain 
Areas directly related 
to movement pattern 
Areas not related to 
movement pattern 
Access to stair case and 
service spaces below 
Orthogonal routes 
Between secondary 
principal spaces 
incorporating the loggia  
Primary axis and 
uninterrupted  
Through route 
Orthogonal routes 
Between secondary 
principal spaces 
Through route dislocated 
off primary axis 
Monkton 1903 
 
Through route dislocated 
off entrance axis and re-
oriented onto Terrace axis  
Entrance 
Terrace 
Entrance 
Terrace 
Terrace 
Entrance 
Orthogonal routes 
Between secondary 
principal spaces 
incorporating the terrace 
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Secondary  
Internal routes Between 
Principal Spaces 
Villa Ragona 1553 Villa Rotonda 1566 
Primary   
routes 
Figure 4a Comparing the movement patterns of the Villa Ragona and the Villa Rotonda.  
While both works share a static periphery of secondary principal spaces, linked by an internal 
circuit of four orthogonal routs, the configuration of their centres and hence their primary axes are 
opposites. NB Location of stair hall in the Villa Ragona dislocates movement off the primary axis, 
influencing diagonal routes from the loggia to the principal corner rooms. 
Generic 
structure 
Between Traditions: The Villa and the Country House 
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Harriman Project, New York, 1903, Unbuilt 
Ashby St Ledgers, 
Northants, 1908 
Tigbourne Court, 1899 Monkton, Sussex, 1903 
Figure 4b. The extent of Lutyens exploration within the stepped construct was substantial. If 
Monkton was to represent a control model, then works such as Harriman and Tigbourne could be 
viewed as studies depicting different lines of development within this planning schema. While 
‘stepping’ was particular to Lutyens folio, a small number of Palladio’s works share this 
characteristic, such as the Villas Ragona, Rotonda and Trissini. 
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Figure 5a. Spatial definition. Correlating functional attributes within the 5x3 Tartan Construct: 
Interstitial Service spaces 
 
(Location of Stairs and Vestibules to 
Domestic and stores departments 
below the principal floor) 
 
Secondary 
Principal 
Spaces 
 
 
 
(3:5 > 2:1) 
 
(1:1 > 2:3) 
 
(3:4 > 1:1) 
 
(1:1 - 2:1) 
 
Primary  
Spaces:  
(Central Hall)  
Entrance 
Loggia 
East/ West 
Apartments 
 
North/South 
Apartments 
 
South Loggia 
 
Palladian Villa Plan 
 
Tartan Construct 
North South Uni Axis 
 S   I   I   S  P 
(S) Secondary Zone,  
(I) Interstitial Zone, 
(P) Primary Zone 
Scope of room 
Plan ratios 
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Figure 5b. Correlating functional attributes with the Tartan Construct: Separating the 
framework into five North-South function zones - two secondary domains (S); two interstitial service 
zones (I); and one primary zone (P) - a sequence of intermittent construction lines for locating East-
West oriented walls can be determined. Permitting overlap to occur within the interstitial zones from 
either the secondary or the primary domains facilitates the enumeration of different plan layouts 
when basic function attributes are considered.  
Central Hall & Secondary  Access to Service 
Loggias-  Principal Space- Spaces & Vestibules 
Public domain Public domain   
5X3 Villa Construct Rule sequence for altering functional attribute of 
interstitial zones on the 5X3 construct 
Villa Saraceno 1545 
Villa Malcontenta1553   
Villa Poiana 1548- 
Villa Sarego 1565 
Villa Badoer 1557 
Villa Ragona 1553-4 
Villa Pisani 1541-2 
Villa Zeno 1559 
Villa Thiene 1556-63 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
Premise for the 5x4 tartan constructs 
 
Villa Emo 1564 
Villa Cornaro 1551 
Villa Pisani 1552 
Villa Garzadore 1556 
Villa Pisani 1552 
Villa Garzadore 1556 
Villa Cornaro 1551 Villa Rotonda 1566 
Villa Trissini 1566 
Central located Access zone 
NB Constructs larger than 5X3 
appear to have large central halls of 
1:1 or near unit proportions. They 
are almost double the width of the 
secondary domains, and displace 
the interstitial zones  
S   I   P  I   S 
(S) Secondary Zone, (I) Interstitial Zone, (P) Primary Zone 
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Figure 6a  Palladian Villa Plan Framework – Range Width Ratios:  5x3 & 5x4 constructs. 
Examples of Proportional symmetry with respect to the range width ratios governing the layout of the 
tartan  construct.   
 
When working within the Stepped construct or an arrangement, which closely resembles the tartan grid, Lutyens 
rarely varied from the 2:1-1:1 ratio sequence within his compact tripartite plans. Palladio on the other hand explored 
a large ranger of proportional symmetries especially within the East West ranges    
 
While the north south ranges of the villa plans always established a regular rhythm around the central axis, greater 
proportional variation occurred between the East West Ranges, where depth in plan structure appears to correlate 
more with planning considerations such as orientation, functional requirements, service access, and spatial 
decorum of the principal spaces.  
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Ranges 
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Figure 6b illustrates the point of crossover between Wittkower’s geometrical pattern of 
Palladio’s villas and Lutyens's framework supporting the stepped plan structure  
(S) Secondary Zone,          (I) Interstitial Zone,          (P) Primary Zone 
(5x3) Double Tartan Band 
 
 
(5x4) 
Single Tartan Band 
 
(5x5) 
 
(5x5) 
 Perpendicular Axes 
North South Uni Axis 
Lutyens’s Stepped 
Construct 
 
 
Wittkower’s Geometrical Pattern of 
Palladio’s Villas 
Monkton 1902 Salutation 1911 Heathcote 1906 
3X5 Regular Grid 
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Figure 7a. Building on Colin Rowe - Comparative assessment of the underlying constructs of 
Heathcote, 1906,  the Villa Malcontenta, 1558, and Garches 1926  
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Figure 7b. The above histogram correlates Howard’s and Longair’s 1982 assessment of the 
frequency of different room shapes in Book II of Palladio’s Quattro Libri with Rollo’s 1997 
assessment of forty of Lutyens’s country house plans. 
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     Figure 8 Robert Lutyens’s two point perspective wire diagram of a 
symmetrical series of simplified solids, illustrating the ‘Armature of 
Planes’, which he describes at length in ‘An Appreciation in Perspective’, 
Country Life, 1944 p. 62 
